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To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

Bearly aware: Polar bear destroys two 
tents at poorly chosen campsite; group 
also had trouble with weapon
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A Ukrainian man was killed by falling rocks last 
June at this location in Barentsburg's coal mine.

Geese grub: Record 
flock a threat to tundra
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See DANGEROUS, page 4

Trust Arktikugol not adequately 
fixing 'safety culture' problems 
resulting in deaths, agency says

Barentsburg mine still unsafe

TROND OLSEN / SYSSELMANNEN

See THREAT, page 3

See TRASH, page 4

Wildlife the true benefactors as 
'trash lottery' winners collect 
tons in annual coastal cleanup 

HORATIO CHAPPLE

Extra security in Svalbard due to 
nationwide 'threat,' but officials 
say impact for most is minimal 

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

For winners of this year's lottery to be 
garbage collectors, the real prize might be the 
memories of seeing a true life-liberating bene-
factor of their labor.

A group of volunteers participating in the 
15th-annual trash cleanup cruise along the 
northern coast of Spitsbergen spotted a polar 

ARLID LYSSAND / SYSSELMANNEN
Volunteers and members of the Svalbard governor's office load bags of trash collected from a beach on 
north Spitsbergen into boats for transport to the service vessel Tyr during the governor's 15th annual 
cleanup of northern coast. About 90 cubic meters of garbage was collected during the week-long effort.

Bear gains 
from net 
losses

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

The coal mine in Barentsburg is still 
plagued by a disregard for workers' safety de-
spite repeated shutdowns and demands for im-
provements following a string of accidents that 
resulted in two deaths last year, according to 
the Norwegian Labor Inspection Authority.

Trust Artikugol, the Russian-state owned 

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

While the threat is real, the chances of a 
terrorist attack actually occurring this week is 
Norway are considered low – and most certain-
ly lower in Svalbard. But extra security mea-
sures are in effect locally, although officials 
said most people are unlikely to notice or be 
significantly affected by them.

"At the present time there is no reason to 
recommend people take special precautions," a 
statement issued Friday by the Svalbard gover-
nor's office notes. "Gov. Odd Olsen Ingerø 
stressed that the situation on Svalbard is almost 
normal."

Norwegian security officials announced 
July 24 there was a "credible threat" of a ter-
rorist attack within days, likely by extremist Is-
lamists with combat experience in Syria. The 
announcement came two days after the third 
anniversary of the attacks by Anders Behring 
Breivik that killed 77 people and a few days 

Passengers return to their cruise ship Tuesday 
at Longyearbyen Harbor, where extra security is 
in place due to a nationwide terrorism alert.
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Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Briefly

Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

As wonderful as Google Translate is for 
giving us a vague idea of what's being written 
about Svalbard in languages around the world, 
it tends to be about as accurate as an extremely 
drunk Babel Fish. The latest example comes 
from our governor, who issued a press release 
suggesting speeding in Longyearbyen is pun-
ishable by death if you rely on the computer 
translation (which we stopped doing after our 
first issue when we realized Google couldn't 
tell a snowmobile from a ship, or a polar bear 
from a teddy bear). The translation of the re-
lease notes a man in his 20s was stopped Satur-
day for driving at a high speed near Longyear-
byen School and "the man was given a fine of 
5,000 kroner as he passed away." A more accu-
rate translation for that last bit is "as he accept-
ed an immediate resolution," but we suppose 
that doesn't completely rule out the possibility 
of execution as part of the deal … On the other 
hand, some folks actually facing a death penal-
ty of sorts got off with just a warning as four 
foreign tourists were brought from their 
campsite back to Longyearbyen after ven-
turing out in a "rather bloated" rented zodi-
ac without life jackets, survival suits or any 
type of polar bear protection, according to 
The Local Paper of Rookies. They were spotted 
at Alkepynten at the mouth of  Isfjorden by of-
ficials aboard the governor's service vessel Tyr, 
which was returning from its annual coastal 
cleanup cruise along northern Spitsbergen and 
"we opted for safety reasons to take them on 
board," said Lt. Thor-Arild Hansen … And 
since this is turning into our first-ever police 
blotter (it'll be a sad day if/when it becomes a 
regular thing), the first-ever Petty Schmuck 
Award goes to the culprit who prompted lo-
cal resident Patricia Lie to post the following 

on Longyearbyen's community Facebook 
page Tuesday night: "Who was the one who 
took 2 big boxes from outside my door in 232 
35????? They were when i came back from 
work at 16:30 aprox ....i want then back in-
mediately!!!!" We're guessing this is one theft 
that can't be blamed on the cruise ship passen-
gers who've been getting very harsh treatment 
by us and other newspapers the past few weeks 
… Finally, while not exactly theft, a feature in 
The Australian Financial Review titled "Sail 
away to the most isolated paradises on 
earth(sic)" feels like a con job, as their recom-
mendation "for the passenger who likes to 
forge their own path" is taking "one of the 
world’s most luxurious ice-breaking super-
yachts" through Svalbard and/or other Arctic 
hotspots. The price to "follow the steps of early 
Arctic explorers" (who doubtless also had their 
own onboard Finnish sauna): a mere $165,000 
(low season) to $180,000 (high season) for the 
privately-chartered yacht. Yes, there's room to 
invite a few friends, but still.

reliving the experience  through some of the planet’s most inhos-
pitable, and inaccessible, waters

The Hanse Explorer is available for private charters only (for up to 12 
people), from about $165,000 (low season) to $180,000 (high season).

We felt a bit bad about running a story a couple of week

no-oxygen seeds

 
… 
Mary Ann's ad

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

"…so why don't have a little fun with it first?" So explains Winjar Schancke who took his (modified) 
Polaris RMK 600 on a 16.1-kilometer joyride from Longyearbyen Harbor to about 300 meters from 
Grumat, where its newfound water-going capabilities foundered. A video of the 20-minute ride (at 
tinyurl.com/ka9nbq7) wasn't exactly a hit with locals questioning his "disposal" method, but it 
seems the snowmobile was retrieved and returned to Longyearbyen for a proper funeral.

Driving a snowmobile 16,1 km (10 miles) on the sea. (Yes, on saltwater)
I was supposed to get rid of this snowmobile so why don't have a little fun with it first?

Starting point: Longyear Harbour
End point: 300 meters from Grumant
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMwQgKAYmR8

'I was supposed to get rid of this snowmobile...'

BARNEVAKTEN
"Enthusiastic students:" We're not knocking 
the cause, but the perception doesn't bode well 
for someone lecturing kids about awareness.
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PHOTO BY ANDERS FRETHEIM 
Paying $180,000 to tour Svalbard like this? 
Yeah, we're pretty sure this is exactly what the 
one percenters who charter luxury yachts to 
"forge their own path" expect for their money.

WINJAR SCHANCKE

PHOTO BY ANDERS FRETHEIM 
Maybe if the kindergarteners shouted this at 
the tourists:  sign farm in Fram
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Partly cloudy. Variable winds to 
22 km/h. High 8C (6C wind 
chill), low 5C (1C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Thursday
Cloudy. W winds to 42 km/h. 
High 5C (0C wind chill), low 
3C (-3C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Saturday
Partly cloudy. W winds to 32 
km/h. High 6C (3C wind chill), 
low 4C (1C wind chill).

24-hour daylight
Extended forecast: Sunday, p. cloudy, 8C (3C), 5C (2C), light 24:00h; Monday, cloudy, 6C (3C), 5C (1C), light 24:00h; Tuesday, p. 
p. cloudy, 7C (5C), 5C (1C), light 24:00h; Wednesday, p. cloudy, 10C (8C), 6C (4C), light 24:00h

Data provided by storm.no

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Locals asking, getting high 
prices for eclipse rentals  

A total solar eclipse next March 20 has 
Svalbard residents offering their homes and 
cabins for rent at insanely high prices, and there 
are plenty of desperate astronomy enthusiasts 
willing to pay. "A sea of requests" resulted in 
Eivind Trondsen renting his holiday home in 
Longyearbyen to six people for a week for 
50,000 kroner. Other residents are seeking up to 
100,000 kroner for short-term stays, although 
only people who own their homes are legally 
assured of being allowed to do so. Those rent-
ing residences "can accept private visitors, but 
there are different rules for conducting subleas-
es," said Longyearbyen City Manager Lars Ole 
Saugnes. Hotels in Longyearbyen are sold out, 
although Basecamp Spitsbergen still has vacan-
cies available at Isfjord Radio and on the No-
orderlicht ship in Tempelfjorden. There are also 
a handful of spaces in package deals offered by 
travel agencies such as Travelquest Tours. 

 

Union demands Store Norske 
hire more experienced leaders

Local labor union officials are demanding 
Store Norske seek greater mining expertise – 
and political acumen – as it hires a new admin-
istrative and mining directors during the next 
several months. Arild Olsen, the union repre-
sentative for Store Norske's employees, said 
such experience has been lacking at times, but 
it is vital during a transition in tough times. 

Final attempt being made to 
find executed WWI miners   

An attempt to find the graves of six Sval-
bard coal miners executed during World War II 
is a getting a final 300,000-grant from the Nor-
wegian government. The men were part of a 
14-person group that hijacked an icebreaker in 
Isfjorden in 1941 and tried to sail westward to-
wards an allied port, but were captured and   
executed at Høåya in Oslofjorden. The discov-
ery of a cartridge shell from that year at Nord-
bukta, plus testimony from the son of a man 
who saw a "darkened boat" and heard gunshots 
in the area at the time, prompted the request for 
extra funds from Helge G. Simonsen, who has 
led a search effort for the past seven years. 

Friday
Partly cloudy. N winds to 22 
km/h. High 6C (2C wind chill), 
low 4C (1C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Gov.: Risk of terrorism low in Svalbard
THREAT, from page 1

Rarely seen bird species from 
warmer areas showing up in 
force in Svalbard this summer

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Svalbard police officers, right, prepare to enter a room in 
the marine laboratory at Ny-Ålesund as part of a training 

exercise in October of 2013 involving a man who has 
barricaded himself in the room with weapons. The drill 

was part of an increased nationwide effort to analyze and 
prepare for possible hostile incidents in the wake of the 

July 22, 2011, attacks by Anders Behring Breivik. An alert 
about a "credible" threat of a terrorist attack was issued 

last Thursday, resulting in a variety of heightened security 
measures, including closing some mainland airspace. But 

visible measures were minimal in Svalbard, with a man 
carrying a rifle, above, attracting no interest from 

authorities as he walks past the entrance to the airport.
JON STARHEIMSÆTER / SYSSELMANNEN

before Norway's hosting of a soccer tourna-
ment expected to draw 50,000 players and 
spectators daily. 

Security measures adapted to local condi-
tions in Svalbard remain in effect this week, 
"but the details of the measures we cannot 
comment," wrote Lt. Gov. Jens Olav Sæther in 
an e-mail interview.

Similarly, extra security measures are in 
effect at Svalbard Airport that are similar to 
those at other airports on the mainland, "but I 
can not tell you what they are all about," wrote 
Morten Ulsnes, the airport's manager, in an e-
mail. 

"These measures have had no impact on 
traffic flow in the form of delays or other," he 
wrote.

Longyearbyen Harbor is operating at a 
"level two" security stage for the first time 
since a new national rating system was enacted 
in 2004, said Rikhart Olsen Ingerø, the harbor's 
traffic and safety officer. The alert, in effect 
nationwide, means there are extra security offi-
cers on large cruise and cargo ships that have 
been in foreign ports, as well as at the security 
check gate at the harbor.

"This means that there's stricter identity 
control," he said. Among other things, it means 
"there's no visitors going onboard, only guests. 

Also, the press, which sometimes goes inside 
to take pictures, that's all stopped."

Furthermore, no taxis are being allowed 
past the gate to pick up passengers in 
wheelchairs or with other disabilities. City of-
ficials are also conducting regular perimeter 
checks around ships using a service boat.

"All of the ships coming here were aware 
of the situation," the harbor official said. "Ev-
erything went well as far as I know."

Six ships that visited international ports 
have docked in Longyearbyen since the alert 
was announced, but the next is not scheduled 
until Aug. 8, he said.

Numerous national and international ex-
perts have stated Svalbard is a potentially at-
tractive target for hostile activity by foreigners, 
although spying or computer hacker attacks are 
considered far more likely than terrorism.

A risk analysis released last July by the 
governor's office states "there is nothing to 
suggest anything other than that the terrorist 
threat on inspections Svalbard is low." But "if 
a terrorist attack occurs on Svalbard, there will 
be a need for rapid assistance from the police 
and other emergency response organizations 
from the mainland," and practice exercises of 
such deployments are worth considering.

 Bistandsinstruksen60 has not been 
practiced on inspections Svalbard, and it 
is conceivable that this is something you 
should look on inspections; both the for-
mal basis and procedures for transmis-
sion, reception and insertion.

implemented extra security Manager 
Morten Ulsnes

experts see as a hotbed for hostile in-
ternational activity.

ddd
Trafikk- og sikkerhetsansvarlig, 

Rikhart Olsen Ingerø 
rickart-all itlk traffic secueity raised 

level 1 to 2 that means ships coming 
heree that had destn outside svalbard…
that means all he big cruise ship and the 
carho hips

this means that there's stricter identi-
ty controk and strictermore guards

theres no guests going onboard only 
guests. alsopress going inside go take 
picts, that's all stopped.

no taxis for people in wheelchairs in-
side gatrss.

all of the ships cming here were 
aware of sit

everytg went well as far as i know
perimter checks randomly. we just 

notify ships before . we only 
this is the first level 2 system we've 

gothere.
implrmenyted 2004
there was a couple thing of luggage 

arrive , had to go through. luggage miss-
ing by airplane.

how much longer-some ports have 
been today. we dt have itl ship until aug. 
8, 
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Aug. 3
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
Aug. 5
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.

Aug. 9-10
Basic sea kayaking course. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
both days. Contact Svalbard Sailing Club 
at svalbardseil@gmail.com for details. 

Aug. 10
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Sex Tape," U.S. comedy, 
no age limit specified. Kulturhuset.

Aug. 12
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.

Aug. 16-17
Basic sea kayaking course. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
both days. Contact Svalbard Sailing Club 
at svalbardseil@gmail.com for details.

Aug. 17
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
7 p.m.: Move: "Guardians of the 
Galaxy" (3D), U.S. action/sci-fi, no age 
limit specified. Kulturhuset.

Aug. 19
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.

Aug. 20
6 p.m.: Movie: "How to Train Your 
Dragon 2" (3D), U.S. animated family 
film, ages 7 and up. Kulturhuset.

Aug. 24
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
5 p.m.: Movie: "How to Train Your 
Dragon 2," U.S. animated family film, 
ages 7 and up. Kulturhuset.

7 p.m.: Movie: "Hercules" (3D), U.S. 
action/adventure, no age limit specified. 
Kulturhuset.

Aug. 26
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
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What's up

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Rising seas making floods more common
● Once-frozen Arctic sea has 16-ft. waves
● Man brings lead poisoning to Antarctica 
● Inuvik Muslims get northernmost mosque

Nearly a decade of dino digs are 
over, but researchers find life 
anew in basement laboratory

COAL, from page 1

A helicopter, top, lowers a bundle of trash collected from the northern coast of Spitsbergen onto the 
Tyr for transport back to Longyearbyen during the 15th-annual cleanup cruise organized by the 
Svalbard governor's office. At bottom left, volunteers selected for the cruise in a lottery use logs to 
pry a fishnet loose on a beach. At bottom right, a video shot from a helicopter captures a polar bear's 
struggle to free itself from a fishnet on an ice floe. The animal broke free as the helicopter approached.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

VISITORS, from page 1

ARLID LYSSAND / SYSSELMANNEN

TRASH, from page 1
Annual cleanup falls short of record

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

DANGEROUS, from page 1
Russian 'mentality' disrgards mine safety 
company that oversees operations in the settle-
ment, promised to address numerous infras-
tructure and safety awareness problems as a 
condition of reopening the mine in January. 
But the labor agency, after visiting the mine in 
June, stated in a letter last month that while 
some improvements have been made, they are 
not adequate to address the overall concerns.  

"Trust Artikugol has even admitted prob-
lems with a lack of safety culture," the letter 
states.

"It was explained that this is related to the 
differences between Russian and Norwegian 
mentalities. The company found that some em-
ployees violate safety rules to make the work 
easier for themselves. Often it may go well, but 
the company was aware that such actions in-

volve accidents and that it leads to an accident 
sooner or later."

Furthermore, the agency notes the disre-
gard for safety is a problem that originates at 
the top levels of management, which was 
pointed out by inspectors after similar inspec-
tions in 2012 and 2013.

The agency is giving Trust Artikugol until 
Sept. 1 to submit a written plan with a schedule 
detailing how the deficiencies observed will be 
remedied.

The mine was most recently closed last 
September after a man lost his leg when it was 
trapped in machinery. It was the seventh acci-
dent since May of 2012 resulting in serious in-
jury or death.

bear caught in a fishing net. But the bear was 
able to free itself from the 170-kilogram net as 
a helicopter from the Svalbard governor's of-
fice, which hosts the cruises, approached the 
animal to assess the situation (a video of the 
flight is available at tinyurl.com/ngy3uwy).

It was the second such sighting during the 
past month, as researchers from the Norwegian 
Polar Institute were sent to the north part of the 
island to sedate and remove a strand from a net 
that had formed a noose around the neck of an-
other bear who eluded search efforts for weeks.

"It's a scary thought from an environmen-
tal perspective, and we have also seen cases 
where animals have been stuck in nets and 
ended up dying a painful death," said Thomas 
Aga Ulvestad, a police chief inspector for the 

governor, in an interview with NRK.
About 90 cubic meters of trash were col-

lected during the past week by two groups of 
12 volunteers working three-day stints along 
the shores, according to a press release from 
the governor's office. The total fell short of the 
record 155 cubic meters collected last year and 
the 154 cubic meters bagged in 2012.

As usual, most of the waste was from ves-
sels, including various plastic materials, as 
well as bottles, can, shoes, lighters and other 
debris. While the cleanups have managed to 
reach much of the northern coastline, environ-
mental officials estimate it takes about six 
years before a cleared beach needs to be 
cleaned again.

In addition to waste from vessels dominated various types of plastic waste such as bot-
tles and cans, as well as plastic materials in solution. Glass bottles, shoes and lighters were 
also items that were picked up.

 "environment, and we also see cases where animals have been stuck in nets and ended 
up dying a painful death, says Ulvestad.

 Recently, we found a reindeer carcass in connection with this. And last week, two polar 
bears stuck in rubbish from the fishing boats, says Ulvestad.

For the 15th time volunteers from Svalbard participated in the Governor's annual beach 
clearing on the north side of the islands.

We cleaned this year approximately 90 cubic meters of garbage. There was debris from 
fishing vessels that dominated; remains of nets, ropes, boxes, spheres and strapping. This 
year it was found reindeer antlers that were stuck in nets. Much time was spent on getting 
loose nets from rocks and driftwood. In total nets several cubic meters.

When one of clearing teams saw a polar bear that was stuck in a net, it was requested as-
sistance from Longyearbyen. Fortunately, the bear free and unharmed from the incident be-
fore it was required anesthesia. It turned out that memo weighed 170 kg. (Video from the he-
licopter is tilfjengelig as attached document)

In addition to waste from vessels dominated various types of plastic waste such as bot-
tles and cans, as well as plastic materials in solution. Glass bottles, shoes and lighters were 
also items that were picked up.

Weather conditions were good and there was little wind. The mood and the mood was 
great among the participants. 

The polar bear ended up in the trash yarn

Every year throws fishing boats from the huge amounts of garbage into the sea. In Sval-
bard attached fish net at 170 kg caught the ear of a polar bear.

Off
Journalist Knut Arne Oseid
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Annual hold the governor of Svalbard with volunteer beach collection in various areas. 
This year, the group found clear 90 cubic meters of garbage only in one place in the north of 
Spitsbergen.

- It's very much and we remove only the selected area. So there we are a year can just be 
the tip of the iceberg, says Thomas Aga Ulvestad, chief of the Governor.

And every year they find huge amounts of garbage. Most seem to come from fishing 
boats; remains of nets, ropes, boxes, spheres and strapping.

Ryddeaksjon - Governor of Svalbard organizes volunteers annually clear actions at dif-
ferent places. This year they picked up 90 cubic meters of waste, mostly from fishing boats. - 
Photo: Lyssand / Governor /

The Governor of Svalbard organizes volunteers annually clear actions at different 
places. This year they picked up 90 cubic meters of waste, mostly from fishing boats.

Photo: Lyssand / Governor
Interior in fishing net

This is directly at the expense of the animals.

- Recently we found a reindeer carcass in connection therewith. And last week, two po-
lar bears stuck in rubbish from the fishing boats, says Ulvestad.

One bear was observed by tourists with ropes around their necks. Then had to Polar In-
stitute called to stun the bear to remove the rope.

Later that week, we observed another female bear with a fishing net hooked to the desig-
nated (see video). She came to the end loose, having gone on the 170-kilogram yarn by ear 


